In 2019:

- 173 young adults enrolled and received individual job counseling with our Emerging Leader counselor.
- 147 participated in interview skill and goal setting workshops.
- 107 were placed in jobs; 5 were placed in internships.
- 194 young adults were placed in jobs; 5 were placed in internships.

Partnership with Ballou High School in Southeast, DC was formed.

Emerging Leaders Highlight

If you spend some time at Ballou High School, there’s no doubt you will notice senior David Loney and especially his infectious smile. David is a member of the first 2019 cohort of Emerging Leaders from our partnership with Ballou. Jubilee Jobs recognized David’s strengths, and helped him put his charming, outgoing personality to work. In the summer 2019 he served as our front desk intern. He was then placed in his first marketplace job at the Shake Shack. When asked about his summer at Jubilee Jobs David said, “My internship was extraordinary. It taught me about the struggles of the very poor and want to help. With candlelight and a delicious dinner prepared by Steve Dunn of Well Dunn catering, Professor Nicole Smith from Georgetown University’s Center on Education and Workforce included us in a discussion about the opportunities and future for Jubilee Jobs applicants in the workplace of today. Applicants Samares Delorge, working at Thirty Hearts; Darryl McCoy working at Giant, and Castro Ndove, working at Ace Hardware shared their experiences finding work for sustenance, dignity, and hope. The evening gave new understanding of the realities of the serious economic divide in our city and appreciation for those who persevere and know success. We are grateful for the amazing spirit and support of all who came.”

Emerging Leaders

The Emerging Leaders Program is designed to help young adults ages 16 – 29 with employment and career discovery. The program includes counseling and job placement, informational interviews and exposure to career fields, internships, and scholarships. It is our goal to build a supportive, on-going relationship with each participant and to guide them on their journey.
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Dear Friends,

Our hearts are filled with gratitude for your continued support and partnership in the mission of Jubilee Jobs, helping unemployed or eager and ready persons find marketplace employment. The mission continues non-stop. Work for sustenance, dignity and hope is our goal for everyone who needs and wants to work. The good news is the ringing of bells for the newly hired applicants. Every day.

Changes in the job market and economy as well as in the lives of our increasingly divided city make finding an entry level job challenging. We share new developments with anticipation and enthusiasm for the New Year and into the future.

The highlights of 2019 include:

- Amazing Staff Developments – with 3 staff members moving into new major positions: Jacqueline Cornely, now Executive Director of Recovery Café; Emily Hotcher now Administrative Coordinator of the PA Foundation; and Salma Teklehaimanot pursuing MBA Program, Cornell University.
- New called and new staff include: DeSean Lawson as Emerging Leaders Coordinator; Vince Yan as Volunteer and Job Friends Coordinator; Kenneth Guerrero as Development Associate; and Salina Tulachan pursuing MBA Program, Cornell University.

Strategic Planning in 2019:

In 2019 Jubilee Jobs worked with 61 homeless
165 persons receiving public assistance
104 parents of 162 minor children
117 young adults
33 immigrants from 15 countries

In 2019 Jubilee Jobs welcomed 211 volunteers who contributed
86 volunteers gave 1,888 hours of service and filed
1,586 state and federal returns, including
241 returns with federal Earned Income Credit (EIC)
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Jubilee Jobs
2712 Ontario Road, NW • Washington, DC 20009
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Jubilee Jobs Staff

Erich Esolt – Chairperson
Terry Flood – Vice-Chair
Nora Cameron – Secretary
Cidette Perrin
John Hole
Joseph Deck
John Richardson
Nathaniel Bekele
Emunus:
Thomson Holland
Mike Little

Jubilee Jobs by the Numbers 2019:

968 individuals attended orientation
748 entered the job preparation process
408 placed in a marketplace job, including:
135 returning residents
61 homeless
165 persons receiving public assistance
104 parents of 162 minor children
117 young adults
33 immigrants from 15 countries

Jubilee Jobs Staff

Teresa Hess
Teresa states “I wish I could’ve come back to Jubilee Jobs sooner.” She was informed about Jubilee Jobs over six years ago when the first want-to-get-away from a working environment that was not so healthy. She was ready for something new! Teresa came back to Jubilee Jobs and was introduced to job counselor Paul. “Paul gave me a much needed encouragement, and he was a good coach. He always made sure to follow up with me, and was a listening ear.” Teresa is now a cashier at Steakhouse’s Market and is glad that Jubilee Jobs is still here, and reliable!

Keith Gaffney
Keith describes his experience with Jubilee Jobs as “life changing.” In November 2019 he returned home from rehab and was introduced to Jubilee. He was connected with job counselor Paul who instantly made an impact on Keith’s life. Keith expresses, “Paul is my advocate, and he reminded me to be present and focused through that job search. He believed in me.” Keith now has two jobs both at Circular R U, and Washington Hospital Center. He is so thankful for the bond he and Paul have created.

Volunteer Report

Jubilee Jobs welcomed 211 volunteers who contributed 1,962 volunteer hours, providing 970 online applications, 123 mock interviews, 729 resumes, and 192 workshops.

Group Volunteers

Howard University Hospital
Howard University College of Medicine
District Church
St. John’s Episcopal Georgetown
Mount Vernon Place CRC
Metro Shaw Alumni Club
Environment Protection Agency
World Bank (DC)

Individual Volunteers

Crystal Marshall
Eleni Gouch
Cecilia Correia
Elizabeth Green
Pat Shore
Bobby Shields
Jay Trousdale
Melissa Miranda
Alvin A. Carlos
John Richardson
Teresa Hess
Bobby Shields
Shannon Davis
Nathaniel Bekele
Teresa Hess
Johnny Rockets
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Governing Board of Directors

Back row: DeSean Lawson, Vincent Yan, Nathaniel Bekele, Mwadi Bwéh, Paul Newport, Beverly Jones, Jordan Howes
Front row: Christine Geosse, George Burkin, Terry Flood

Crystal Marshall
Bob Heiman
John Richardson
Pat Shore
Alvin A. Carlos
Teresa Hess
Shannon Davis
Teresa Hess
Johnny Rockets

EIC Report for 2019

Jubilee Jobs again sponsored an Earned Income Tax Credit site during the tax season in our Adam’s Morgan office, offering free tax preparation for applicants and others in the community.
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